Dei Verbum:
On the face of God ‘unveiled’
James Corkery SJ
Fifty years after the Second Vatican Council’s deliberations
began, Jesuit theologian James Corkery explores the background to and content of one of his favourite documents of
Vatican II, Dei Verbum. How did a last minute intervention
from Pope John XXIII prevent the Council’s Dogmatic
Constitution on Divine Revelation from becoming a very
different document?
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for Christian Unity, with whom Ottaviani did not see
eye to eye! The action of the Pope led eventually to
the production of the more nuanced, more ecumenical
document on revelation that we shall now explore.1
‘Dialogical’
Joseph Ratzinger (now Pope Benedict XVI),
commenting after Vatican II on Dei Verbum, homed in
on how it sought to speak of revelation,
as a totality, in which word and event make up
one whole, a true dialogue which touches man in
his totality, not only challenging his reason, but,
as dialogue, addressing him as a partner, indeed
2
giving him his true nature for the first time.

The word that jumps out from Ratzinger’s reflection
is ‘dialogue’. It is an important category in his own
theology and it names something of what both God
and we are like. It is also an essential characteristic of
the understanding of revelation that is at the heart of
Dei Verbum (DV). Through this category God is seen
to be personal and relational, and human beings are
seen as shaped for encounter with this personal God.
There is relationship here, a genuine two-sidedness, a
mutual engagement between God and humanity.
Evident, too, is the involvement of all three Persons of
the Trinity in this act of divine self-revelation: the Son
being the Word sent to us by the Father and the Spirit
being given to us so that we are enabled to accept
God’s Word in faith.
On God’s side, the high point of this dialogue is reached in Jesus, who makes visible the face of the
invisible God (DV §4 and Jn 14:9; also DV §7). On
our side, the high point in the divine-human dialogue
is reached in the graced response of faith (DV §5),
which completes revelation by means of the fullhearted ‘yes’ that we are enabled to say, through the
action of the Holy Spirit, to the overtures of the selfdisclosing God. This completion is facilitated by
humanity’s meeting in history with Jesus Christ. To
encounter God personally in Jesus is to come into
face-to-face relationship with the living God in a way
that is attuned to what is possible for our humanity
and that takes into account how we actually are as
human beings. God self-discloses, lovingly attentive
to how we are shaped, fashioned, prepared, for such
gracious self-bestowal. Karl Rahner had an eye for
this; and once, made anxious by God’s immensity, he

prayed that God might console him with a ‘smaller’
word:
You must adapt Your word to my smallness, so
that it can enter into this tiny dwelling of my
finiteness – the only dwelling in which I can live
– without destroying it. If You should speak
such an ‘abbreviated’ word, which would not say
everything but only something simple which I
3
could grasp, then I could breathe freely again.

God does speak such an abbreviated word: ‘Jesus.’
(DV §4)
‘Personalist’
Because it manages to present revelation in relational
and personal terms rather than in mere conceptual
language, the genius of Dei Verbum is that it opens a
window on God and a window on humanity. It
shows God addressing us as friends out of the abundance of God’s love (DV §2) and moving among us in
our lives and histories so that we can be drawn into
the very life and relationships of the Trinitarian God
(DV §3, 4). God relates to humanity, according to Dei
Verbum, through words and deeds that have an inner
unity: the deeds done by God in human history show
forth and confirm the teaching and realities signified
by the words, and the words proclaim the deeds and
clarify the mystery contained in them (DV§2).
Opting neither for an exclusively ‘words’ (propositional) approach, nor for an exclusively ‘deeds’
(revelation-as-events) approach to revelation, Dei
Verbum speaks of God (or of Christ) disclosing
themselves to human beings through what they say
and through what they do (DV §2, 4, 14, 17). Here
already there is a fuller understanding of revelation in
evidence than there would have been if Vatican II had
remained with the understanding of revelation put
forward at the First Vatican Council.
Vatican II’s ‘dynamic, experiential and personalist’4
manner of speaking about revelation makes it possible
to treat the ways in which revelation is mediated to us
in fresh and nuanced ways. Although revelation is
personalist in character – that is, it consists first and
foremost in personal encounter, relationship – this
relationship can still be mediated via other sources.
Chief among the ‘classical’ mediators of Christian
revelation are the Scriptures and the entire ecclesial
tradition. However, because revelation occurs in a
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manner that is personalist, its mediations cannot be
understood in static or compartmentalized ways that
fail to keep in view the ‘totality’ (recall Ratzinger) of
what occurs in revelation; and the total and full response that it invites us to in faith (DV §5). So Dei
Verbum is careful not to speak about Scripture and
Tradition in lifeless, un-historical terms, or to view
them as two completely separate sources of revelation.
Rather it seeks to hold them together in a kind of
dynamic, organic unity that mirrors its understanding
of revelation itself as a living, personal encounter.
‘Experiential’
Resisting the tendency to conceive of Scripture and
Tradition as two separate sources was just as significant an advance as overcoming Vatican I’s propositional model of reducing revelation to statements of faith.
Instead, thinking in personal and living categories, the
Council was able to say that, ‘there exists a close
connection and communication between sacred tradition and sacred Scripture. For both of them, flowing
from the same divine wellspring, in a certain way
merge into a unity and tend toward the same end’
(DV §9). This unity is dynamic: Scripture and Tradition are nourished by, and draw from, the one God.
The former is the living word of God recording, in the
writings of its inspired human authors, those truths
necessary for our salvation. The latter is a dynamic,
living reality that refers both to the process by which
Christian faith is handed on and to the content of this
same faith: ‘the church’s liturgy, theological reflection,
doctrinal pronouncements, and daily insight of
ordinary believers.’5 The two together form a single
treasury of the word of God that is entrusted to the
Church, whose ‘living teaching office’ authentically
interprets it, whether written or handed on (DV §10).
Revelation itself, as a living encounter, will always
exceed both Scripture and Tradition, as any living
encounter will always exceed what can be written or
stated about it. Similarly, while doctrinal pronouncements have a normative character as expressions of
Christian truth that lead people reliably into a more
saving relationship with God,6 they do not equate
straightforwardly with revelation itself. Tradition,
Scripture and the Church’s teaching authority are
joined and ordered to one another (DV §10) in such a
way that, under the action of the Holy Spirit, they
bring men and women forward towards the salvation
that is disclosed through revelation, with the revel-

ation itself always being richer than what can be
written down or proclaimed about it.
The thread of dialogue
The Council’s journey from its first, rejected reflections on revelation through to the final text of Dei
Verbum, approved on 18 November 1965, followed
the ‘thread’ of dialogue, of ‘heart speaking to heart’
(to recall Newman, to whom Vatican II was said to
belong). Thus the dialogical, personalist and experiential character of the relationship between God and
humanity described in Dei Verbum flavoured the entire
Council, and was the model to which all relationships
should aspire: Catholics with one another (Lumen
gentium), with other Christians (Unitatis redintegratio)
and with men and women of other faiths (Nostra
aetate). Dialogue was to be the primary pathway, with
no-one being coerced in matters that had to do with
conscience and faith. To allow this principle of dialogue, which suffused Vatican II in general and its
reflections on revelation in particular, to inform all of
our relationships would surely be a true sign of our
fidelity to the Council, fifty years on.
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